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Introduction
The purpose of thi$-- research is to determine whether a
relationship exists between the anxiety level of college students and 1) their cheating on an examination 2) their attitudes
toward such cheating.
Cheating in schools, especially at the college level, has
been given considerable attention in the press, even reaching
into the military academies where the code of honor was long
.

,

thought to prevent such occurances (Alexander, 1965; Barclay,
1958; Ellison, 1960; Kayser, 1960; Van Pool, 1958).

The investigations concerning cheating have reached back
to the child's earlier years and have progressed with him
through his years of education.

One of the questions which had

to be answered was a primeval one in that it sought to find out
how dishonesty begins in the child;

Stains (1954) studied this

question and gave much credence to the parental influence of
inconsistent training in right versus wrong.

Mowrer (1953) has

added another factor in his article concerning the development
of neurosis when he stresses the point that cheating comes about
through fea+ of punishment.

Gordon and Davidoff (1943)" concur

that fear of punishment plays a large part in the dishonesty of
students.
Mowrer views the neurotic person as super-ego deficient,

I
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and the person who cheats is one example of a neurotic individual.

He believes that the ,genesis of neurosis occurs in three

stages.

First, the young child is said to discover that punish-

ment may be avoided through deceit although at a cost ot feelings of guilt.

"By the time most children are of school age,

they have been powerfully conditioned on this score • • • so
that when a child • • • cheats, he experiences pangs of conscience."

Second, the pangs of conscience are repressed and,

third, " the repudiated sense of responsibility and self-criticism begins to return • • • as symptoms."
developed.

A neurosis is thus

MOlvrer, therefore, is of the opinion that the child

who cheats has, because of his fear of punishment and his weak
super-ego, repressed any guilt which may have arisen because of
his dishonesty.
Keehn (1956), however, sees Mowrer as postulating a continuum from normality through irresponsibility to anxiety neurosis which would indicate that the' cheater is more anxious than
the non-cheater.

This Keehn says would follow along with

Eysenckts theory (1955) that irresponsibility 1s a part ot the
hysterical syndrome and Hildebrand's thesis (1953) in which he
viewed cheating as a function of hysteria rather than neurosis.
Eysenck restricted Mowrer's theory of neurosis to hysteria or
extraverted neurosis as opposed to neurosis as an anxiety state.
That cheating is a function of hysteria as extraverted neurosis
rather than an anxiety state was supported by Hildebrand in

..------------------------_....

------,
3
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confirmation of Eysenck.

However, in testing the difference

between cheating as a function of extraverteu neurosis as opposed to cheating as a function of anxiety neurosis, Keehn was

.--

unable to differentiate between the two because a high incidence
of cheating occurred for both groups.

It is quite possible that

the cheater exhibits both characteristics, that of extraversion
as defined by Eysenck and that of an anxiety state as defined
by Mowrer, or possibly there are two kinds of cheaters exhibiting either one or the other characteristic.
There have be,en various other studies which agree wi th
what both Mowrer and Eysenck have postulated.

1fowrer stressed

the importance of repressed guilt, and in a study by Unger
(1962) with a population of 6th grade children Unger was able
to show that 63% of those who cheated were high in success motivation plus low in guilt whereas only 34% of those who cheated
were low in success motivation and high in guilt reactivity.
It is possible, therefore, that repressed guilt is a factor in
those who cheat.
In addition to the guilt factor Unger has touched on an
area of much importance - that of motivation.

Mischel and

Gilligan (1964) believe that motivation is a strong factor in
those who cheat.

Also using a 6th grade population they sug-

gest that response to temptation cannot be regarded simply as a
function of internal controls or super-ego strength, but consideration also should be given to the reward value of the

4

prohibited gratification.

The lure of the prohibited reward is

also emphasized by Omwake (1939) in which he-believes that
honesty is merely relative to the situation at hand - how much
reward value the prohibited stimulus has for the student at a
particular time.
There are a number of studies which contradict Unger's
findings concerning high success oriented motivation in cheaters.

Drake (1941) in his study on cheating in college found

that the students who cheat express a general lack of interest
and a lack of motivation.

This finding is also reported by

.~

Henricks (1958) and the Columbia University Bureau of Applied
Research (1965).

However, the success motivation of which

Unger speaks may well have been motivation to succeed or pass
a certain test or course in particular while at the same time
still lacking in over-all interest for the course as a course
as well as in general motivation to succeed.

This would then

agree with the findings by Mischel"and Gilligan as well as the
studies just mentioned.

However, Unger may have hit upon this

over-all lack of interest and motivation in his 34% low success
motivation and high guilt reactivity.

The type of motivation

for immediate reward or for immediate personal gain 1s also
emphasized 1?y Maller (1932) when he compared personal and social
1110

t i. V:lt iQn.

In Maller's study social or group motivation plays a
large role in determining dishonest behavior in school.

Maller

5

discovered that "when honesty and cooperation are thrown into
conflict, that is, when one may add to the gain

ot the group by

means of dishonesty, the correlation becomes definitely negative" - the more group pi~ssure the less one is honest.

Group

pressures or conformity to the standards of the group are also
mentioned as being added motivating factors in the incidence of
cheating in schools as reported in the studies by Drake (1941),
Ellison (1960), Hartshorne and May (1928a), and Thomasson (1941)
These studies involve pupils in elementary school, high school,
and students in college which is a fair sampling of the student
population.
Related to this .tendency on the part of those who cheat
to conform to the group are various studies (Columbia University
Bureau of Applied Research, 1965; Drake, 1941; Parr, 1936) in
which it has been found a higher incidence of cheating among
students who are in fraternities and sororities as opposed to
those students who are not affiliated in this manner.

Columbia

University has also found that oheating is "especially rife on
campuses that have sororities and fraternities" thus showing a
school comparison in addition to student comparisons.
There have been a number of other studies which have attempted to

~iscover

some underlying rationale for the incidence

of cheating in the schools.

Henricks (1958) emphasizes group

pressures from the outside - parental pressure to succeed as
well as pressures of the society for

education~

Co:umbia

6

University (1965) concurs with this finding.

On a more con-

crete basis there are pressures for good graties (Campbell, 1933;
Columbia University, 1965; Drake, 1941; Omwake, 1939).

Analo-

gous to this type of pressure is the finding that cheating increases in proportion to the conscious significance of the exam
in relation to the final grades thus making the final examination grades less reliable for indicating the students' true
worth than earlier eXEI.minations (Anonymous, 1930)

~

Investigations of situational factors related to cheating
have indicated that a difficult test (Howells, 1938), lack of

..

supervision, a poor test, or a poorly organized course may
-

encourage cheating (Campbell & Koch, 1930; Gillentine, 1937;
Miner, 1930; Stang, 1937).

According to the students themselves

as reported by Thomasson (1941) fta large number believe that
certain factors, such as attitude toward the teacher, being
required to sign a pledge, the importance of the test, the difficulty of the subject,and the prevalence of the practice of
cheating among other pupils, should influence the giving and
receiving of aid."
A thorough study by Hartshorne and May (1928b) records
the results of 23 tests of deception given to 850 children in
grades five to eight.
schoo1~oom,

The situations involved cheating in the

at parties, during athletics, and at home.

The

importance of the situation is noted by the authors:
Of these (109 children who are most dishonest),

'"

106 or 97 per cent, are lacking in consistency in the
sense that their behavior is primarily determined by
the test situation or ,test procedure. ·Only three
cases out of the 109 can be said to be even relatively
consistent in their dishonesty. And even among these
three most consiste~tly dishonest children, there is
not one but who upon occasion and in certain test
situations will prove entirely honest.
The same authors report in another study (1928a):
• • • the consistency of a child's behavior was
described as a function of the situations in which he
is placed in so far as (a) these situations have common elements, (b) he has learned to be honest or dishonest in them, and (c) he has become aware of their
honest or dishonest implications or consequences.
The authors believe that the children whose behavior is rela-

".

• or dishonest in
tively consistent have learned to be honesi't
more situations or have become more acutely aware of the honest
or dishonest implications of these situations than have children
in general.

!vlcQueen (1957) agrees with Hartshorne, and 1Iay in

ooncluding that oheating is not a stable trait across situations.
However, a recent survey of 'the literature (Burton, 1963)
including a reanalysis ot the original Hartshorne and May data
indicates that ,there is some generality of moral behavior, but
that much of the variance in honesty measures can be attributed
to specific test determinants.

Hetherington and Feldman (1964)

believe that different situations tend to elicit specific types
of

che~ting

behavior.

They further state that:

It seems likely that lack of evidence for a consistent tendency to cheat may be due to the selective
interaction of types of cheating behaviors and subject

8

characteristics. Since situations differ in the types
of cheating that they facilitate, cheating may only
occur when a situation arises that permits the form of
cheating compatible with the individualts personality
structure.
In Hetherington and;--Fe1 dman t s attempt to provide academic
situations which would elicit various types of cheating and to
isolate subject characteristics associated with cheating they
have compared the individualistic with the socialistic cheater.
Among other findings they have discovered that there are persons who cheat mainly for their own personal goal without conformity to the group and that there are those cheaters who are

.

-

quite socially .oriented to group pressures or standards.

Thus

within the dishonest population of students there are those who
are more motivated to cheat because of their own immediate needs
as well as those who cheat to conform to the standards set up
by the group, society, parents, or whatever the group may be.
According to Hetherington and Fe1dman t s study it might be
said that there are cheaters who are introverts and cheaters
who are extraverts.

It would seem then that there is some evi-

dence for the proposals of Eysenck!(1955). Hildebrand (1953),
and Keehn (1956) in which they stated that cheating 1s a function of extraverted neurosis.
study on
71% of

che~ters

~is

Bromlell (1928) in his early

in college bears this out when he states thnt

discovered cheaters could be classified as extraverts

when compared to the average campus student.

He also states

that among his dishonest population 80% could b0 classified as

9

psychoneurotic.

Various other studies (Columbia University,

1965; Jacob, 1957; Parr, 1936; Strang, 1937;'Trabue, 1962) imply
in their emphasis on the social life of the cheater that he
would be called an extrayert.
However, on the other side of the extravert-introvert
scale there seems to be evidence, besides that of Hetherington
and Feldman (1964), which suggests that cheaters are more introverted than they are extraverted.

Campbell (1933) states

that cheaters are more introverted than non-cheaters and that

.
weight of evidence seems to lie

they are deficient in emotional stability.

Even though the

-

in favor of the extraverted

person as the cheater more so than the introverted person, it
is qui te possible .that certain introverted persons also become
cheaters when the situation is right.

Possibly the authors

may be tapping the resources of the extraverted cheater while
for the most part the introverted cheater remains dormant for a
longer period of time. This may be -the type of person Mowrer
(1953) was calling the anxiety neurotic - the type of person he
believes is more apt to cheat.
In contrast to Hetherington and Feldman's approach in isolating subject characteristics of cheaters it is the purpose of
this present research project to generalize the characteristics
of cheaters into one "

~nxiety.

Itmight help to explain

Keehn's (1956) inability to differentiute between cheating as a
function of extraverted neurosis as opposed to cheating us a

10
function of anxiety neurosis if it is found that cheaters are
significantly more anxious than are non~cheaters.

Possibly then

extraverted neurosis and anxiety neurosis may be both one and
the same.

....

-

And since the characteristics of extraversion and

introversion are at opposite ends of a continuum, it may be that
for the cheater the one common element between the two personality characteristics is that of anxiety.

However, it is not

the express purpose of this research to delve into cheating as
related to extraversion and introversion but merely to see it

.

the cheater is more -anxious than the non-cheater.

If so, then

hypotheses can be further dra,vn in accord with this finding.
But with the pressures placed upon students it seems that the
cheater may well be one who has succumbed to the subsequent
anxiety.
There have been some interesting studies dealing with
various other qualities found in cheaters.

Intelligence and

scholastic achievement seem to be well correlated though negatively with cheating - the higher the student's intelligence
quotient (IQ) and the better he is in scholastic achievement
the less he will cheat and the more honest he will be.

Like-

Wise, the lower his IQ and the poorer he performs in school the
more apt he i.s to cheat.

Qui te a number of researchers hnve

found that the mean IQ ot the honest students was higher than
that of the dishonest stUdents {Atkins & Atkins, 1936; Brolmell,
1928; Campbell, 1933; Drake, 1941; Fenton, 1927; Gross, 1946;

11
Hoff, 1940; Johnson, 1943; Tuttle, 1931b).
have likewise found that students

wit~

:Many investigators

poor grades tend to

cheat more often than better students (Campbell, 1933; Canning,
1956; Columbia University; 1965; Fenton, 1927; Hartshorne & May,
1928a; IToff, 1940; Howells, 1938; Parr, 1936).

Along with these

studies Atkins and Atkins (1936) and Drake (1941) have discovered that the cheaters possess a lower level of effort which
coincides with the studies (Henricks, 1958; Columbia University,
1965) which were discussed previously in connection with motivation.

-.
However, gpod students also cheat as was discovered by

Columbia University (1965), Henricks (1958), and Hoff (1940).
The survey conducted by Cloumbia University in which 5000 students were polled in some 99.',colleges and universities disclosed
that 37% of the "A" students admitted cheating at some point in
college.

Henricks feels that the poor students' (as to intelli-

gence) cheat because the work is too hard and the good students
cheat because the work is too easy and doesntt offer them a
challenge.

Both groups cheat because the work is too meaning-

less and non-interesting.
Cheaters have also been categorized nnd analyzed according
to their sex.

In a study of why children cheat Barclay (1958)

reports, that girls cheat more than boys because they want to
4,

please the teacher more than the boys do.

Canning (1956) agrees

with this by saying that in a college population "more women

12
will cheat when they can get away with it.1t

mor~

University (1965) found that cheating is
than women in a college. or university.

However, Columbia
common among men

Maller (1932) discovered

.--

that with children " • • • the sex group that was in the majority in the classroom was more motivated by the class spirit and
endeavored to raise the class score even at the cost of honesty.t
Anderson (1957) reports from his use of a questionnaire
on student attitudes about cheating that

n

• • • 'Women students

have stricter (more moralistic) attitudes toward cheating than
men."

However, he feels that "a limitation to these findings

exists in the thought that the college woman, rather than being
more moralistic toward cheating, might actually be more defensive when responding and might consciously or unconsciously bias
her ratings to a greater degree."
Anderson also discovered that the sexes differed in the
variability with which they responded.

He found that in general

men were more variable in their responses than women which suggested to him that men are more unpredictable in their attitudes
toward specific cheating situations.
nnd women

n

He also claims that

m~n

• • • acquire more tolerant attitudes toward cheat-

ing as they advance as undergraduates and experience the numerous

pressur~s

of college, but when they graduate and teach they

shift ,in role and acquire stricter attitudes.
This progression of more liberal attitudes towards cheating as students advance in college brings into discussion the

13
category of age.

Hartshorne and May (1928a) discovered that

"older pupils are slightly more deceptive than younger children.1t

'In a study by James (1933) in which he interviewed stu-

dents in elementary schoo'r, high school, and college he found
that cheating gradually increases as the student progresses
through the educational levels.

This might then explain

Henricks finding (1958) that 75% of college seniors cheat, or
have reported that they have cheated sometime through school.
However, these studies do not take into account that with increasing age the students may have more opportunities to cheat.
The studies merely report the incidence of cheating at various
age levels.
It is of interest to note that in two studies (Anderson,
1957; Columbia University; 1965) it was found that students in
career-oriented fields like business and engineering are more
likely to cheat than students majoring in history, the humanities or language.

In between are students majoring in the

sciences or the arts.

Anderson reports that graduate students

who teach have strict attitudes about cheating.

However, in

the studies by Cowen (1927), and Kayser (1960) it was found
that teachers, although they may express stricter attitudes
about

cheat~ng,

studen~

actually cheat themselves when they are in a

role in a graduate course.

This finding was also ex-

pressed by Atkins and Atkins (1936) concerning prospective
teachers who actually cheat.

Therefore, it seems that the

teacher's attitudes about cheating are in contrast to what he
actually does himself.
It is often said but not so often varified that athletes
get through college on their ability to cheat and get away with.
it.

There may be some resentment implied in this statement

against the athletes, but there may be some truth in it, for in
the study by Columbia University (1965) it ,vas found that

74~~

of students with athletic scholarships admitted to having
cheated as opposed to 45% of students who had academic scholarships and 41% of students with financial scholarships.

..

Alexan-

der (1965) in his report about the incidence of cheating recently disclosed at the Air Force Academy declares that a large
number of the cheaters were athletes.

But here again pressure

may playa significant role - that of time.

The athletes must

spend a good proportion of their time in preparation for and in
the actual game itself, so that lhey find that they must cheat
to keep up with the other students;
As to the socio-economic status of the student's parents
Hartshorne and May (1928a) have found a negative correlation
between the parental socio-economic status and cheating - the
lower onets parental status the more he will cheat and the higher the

stat~s

the less cheating.

However, in oppOSition to this

finding is that by Parr (1936) who fails to find a significant
relationship between parental socio-economic status and student
cheating.

15
Parr did find, however, that students who must spend a
proportion of their time in working to earn their way through
college do cheat more than those who don't have to work, for
they do not as a consequence spend as much time on their course
work.

This in a way seems to contradict his statement about

parental socio-economic status, for if the parent were higher on
the status bracket in all probability the student wouldn't have
to work his way through college and could spend more time on his
course work.

Parr further states that an increase in activity

load, a job or extracurricular activity, tends to increase the
.

cheating.

"

This is born out by Columbia University's survey

(1965) which states that cheating has a direct relationship to
study habits.

"Only 42% of the students who study for 30 hours

or more per week admitted to cheating.

Among the cheaters

57~~

study only 19 hours a week or less."
Throughout the literature on cheating in schools a number
of investigators have proposed various individual factors which
they believe to be underlying the practice of cheating in the
schools.

However, there are also a number of researchers who

disclaim anyone factor or group of factors which might be the
cause or causes to cheating.

These authors claim that cheating

is merely relative to the situational variables at hand whether
it be

,~he

time, the place, the test, or the student himself

(Campbell & Koch, 1930; Hartshorne & May, 1928a; James, 1933;
McQueen, 1957; I\Iil1er, 1927; Mischel

&

Gilligan, 1964; Omwnke,

16
1939; Woods, 1957).
In addition to proposing a relationship between cheating
and anxiety it is also the purpose of this research project to
investigate the possible ""relationship between the student f s own
attitudes about cheating with his actual cheating performance
and also to explore the relationship between the cheater's att1tudes and his anxiety.

There have been a number of studies that

have specifically used questionnaires in order to determine the
incidence of cheating as expressed by the students themselves
(Anderson, 1957; Bond, 1939; Carter, 1929; Corey, 1937; Freeman

& Ata6v, 1960; Henricks, 1958; James, 1933; Mathews, 1933;
Uills, 1958; Schnepp, 1940; Thomasson, 1941).

From these

studies the percentage of students who admit to cheating range
anywhere from 30 to 50 per cent.
Although this has been a widely used medium for exploring
the amount of cheating and for determining some of the underlying causes some investigators have-criticized the validity of
the questionnaire as a measuring device (Corey, 1937; Freeman &
Ata6v, 1960).

Corey in his study tried to find a relationship

between actual cheating as determined by a certain detection
method and the students' attitudes concerning cheating.

From

his data he came to the conclusion that the overt cheating behavior is not significantly related to the students' attitudinal
<

scores as measured by his questionnaire.

He is, therefore, of

the opinion that attitudinal measures are not valid

indicator~
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of the actual incidence of cheating.

Corey's conclusion, there-

fore, is in opposition to that of the present investigation
which hypothesizes

th~t

there is a significant relationship be,,~-

tween overt cheating behavior and the students' attitudes concerning cheating.

The proper test of the questionnaire's va-

lidity in determining overt cheating behavior is in the make-up
of the questionnaire itself, so that possibly Corey's questionna,ire was not measuring what it was geared to measure - tha.t of
cheating.

However, it is also possible that his population was

overly defensive, or
.. it is also possible that his findings are
correct.
Since the publication or the two volume work denling with
honesty and dishonesty in children by Hartshorne and May (1928),
many investigators have borrowed their empirical method for the
detection of cheating behavior, that is, having the students
correct their own test papers after they had been previously
corrected by the teacher or experimenter and then comparing the
students' test scores with the true test scores.

This method

seemingly was effective in the studies reported by Canning
(1956),

Corey~(1937),

Drake (1941), Gross (1946), Hoff (1940),

Moore (1934), Parr (1936), and Weinlo.nd (1947).

Fenton (1927),

Miller (1927), and Yepsen (1927) in their studies on dishonesty
were cctually the first ones to use such a meth6d of detection,
but the magnitude of Hartshorne and May's work plus their eIIIpirica,l precision in carrying it out have caused authors to

18

credit them with the actual beginning of this experimental
method of discovering overt cheating beha.vior.

The present in-

vestigation has also borrowed this method and used it to determine cheating in a college sample.
There are other methods which have been used to determine
cheating behavior.

A common one has been to analyze test scores

for identical

errors after first having some idea, through

~Tong

proctoring or some other subjective means, of suspected cheaters.

The mathematical probability for the identity of the

~Ton6

errors is determined and then checked with the student's seating
position during the test.

This would then generally be follo,ved

by directly questioning the student to see if he would admit to
having cheated which the authors report usually did follow.

In

general, even without the confession of the student the authors
(Bird, 1927; Bird, 1929; Crawford, 1930; Dickenson, 1945; Robinson, 1957; Saupe, 1960) feel that this mathematical method of
discovering cheating behavior is quite effective.

However,

Saupe wasn't entirely convinced that just analyzing identical
wrong answers was the best method.

He believed that the method

could be improved by also analyzing identical right answers when
more than one answer was accepted as correct.
his system

~ppears

From his results

to have more validity than does the "identi-

cal wrQng answer only" method which as Saupe states as being
true.

This system, however, was not chosen for the present

project, for it appears to be too time consuming with a large
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sample.
In the studies by Campbell (1931) and krueger (1947) they
report their efforts to detect cheating behavior by having the
students correct the teacher's deliberate errors in scoring
their tests.

The general finding in both reports is that the

students will correct the teacherts errors by raising their
lowered grades to the higher grade when the mistake counted
against them, but they would not lower a higher grade when the
mistake counted for them.
As to controlling cheating there has been much controversy
expressed concerning the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the.
honor system.

There have been reports which have stated that

the honor system is an effective means of controlling cheating
(Cole, 1960; Columbia University, 1965; Glicksberg, 1957; Van
Pool, 1958).

Columbia UniverSity states that:

Cheating is most prevalent at schools which try
to control it by a joint student-faculty system of
monitoring. It is slightly less common at schools
where the faculty alone tries to cope with the problem.
And it occurs far less often at colleges with an honor
system, in which the students themselves do the policing and enforcing.
According to one of the Air Force Academy cadets who was involved in the recent cheating episode (Anonymous, 1965) the
honor
was

code~as

at~empting

scoffed at for the very reason that the faculty
to aid in the control of cheating and not per-

mitting the students full executive power as the honor system

I was

originally set up.

This statement would then agree with the

--1

}"i::t:!.d U,

",f

t.bt-

f:.iHVt".y

(;()llrhH;te<l lly

Columbia University.

However, in opposition to the studies which report that
the honor system is an effective means of controlling cheating
are those studies which state that the honor system does not
control cheating but rather adds to the incidence of cheating.
Campbell and Koch (1930) state that "relatively more students
trained under an honor system in high school cheated on their
education course examinations in college than students who had
been more closely supervised in their secondary school days."
Canning (1956) reports that women will cheat more when they cun
get away with it.

Fenton (1927) believes that unless the stu-

dent's honor is trained and stressed in his early years of life
the honor system will have no controlling effect.

l~thews

(1933) and Miner (1930) concur that the honor system is ineffective possibly because the students have different moral standards so that the situations determine whether or not the student will cheat.

The honor system will not work, therefore, if

the students have been raised under varying moral or ethical
standards.
Some investigators have reported their attempts to control
cheating by directly influencing the attitudes of the students.
Carlson

(l9~5)

has tried to show the need for and the results of

an increased instructor responsibility in promoting character
nnd personality development in students.

liis results pointed to

the fact that if the instructor has a positive attitude towards
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honesty and has an earnest concern for the student as a pers('n
cheating will decrease.

Gillentine (1937) a~rees with Carlso~

in that the teacher-student relationship must be good which

;J.:::-

pends upon the attitude of the instructor towards his students
as well as the material to be taught.

The relationship must be

a friendly one but one- in which the teacher and the student he:;>,:.;'
respect for one another.

Gillentine further states that the

subject matter must be clearly organized and presented and tht',-t
examinations and grades should not be stressed.
However f in c,ontrast to Carlson's and Gillentine' s

conte:~

tion that in order to decrease cheating the instructor must in-

Idirectly posit a

commitment to honesty through his own

attitude~;

:t{iner (1930) and }.Iueller (1953) state that the instructor must

firmly and directly make the students aware
sequences for those who cheat.

Gf t;>:;

serious con-

Mueller also states that the

teacher must play up to thp :'etter person - that it is the
stronger person who doesn't cheat.'
But Mills (1958) and Columbia University (1965) strongly
contend the point of view offered by both Miner and Mueller.
They say that more students are likely to cheat and will become
more liberal in their attitudes about cheating when restraints
against
~n

che~ting

are placed upon them.

summary then it has been shown that investigators have

postulated a variety of factors to help explain the cheating behavior evidenced in the schools.

Various methods have been used

.-------------------------------,~",
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to explore cheating as well as to control it.

It is the general

purpose of this present investigation to determine if there is a
significant relationship between the anxiety induced by the
stress and pressure placecC-upon college students today and overt
cheating behavior as well as college students' attitudes about
cheating.

The students' levels of anxiety will be defined

operationally by means of the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale
(:MAS) and by means of the Nicolay-Walker Personal Reaction
Schedule (PRS) , (Taylor, 1953; Walker-Nicolay, 1963 respectively).

The students' attitudes about cheating will be measured

through the use of questionnaires (Anderson, 1957; Knake, 1965).
The students' actual cheating behavior will be measured by means
of the self-scoring technique of Hartshorne and May (1928a).
The hypotheses are as such:
1) There will be a significant positive correlation
between ,anxiety and actual cheating in college students - the
higher the anxiety level the more cheating will occur.
2) The students who cheat will justify their cheating expressing more liberal attitudes about cheating; therefore,
a significant positive correlation will exist between actual
cheating performance and attitudes about cheating.
3) The higher the anxiety level in college students
the more liberal their attitudes will be concerning oheating;
therefore, a significant positive correlation will exist between
anxiety and attitudes concerning cheating.
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Method
Subjects:

The subjects that were used for this study were

college students enrolled in the general psychology course at
the Lake Shore Campus of Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois.
The project was undertaken during the second semester of the
school year at which time there were 300 students enrolled in
the course.

The total number of students had been divided into

six class sections - four of them being taught by one instructor
and two by another.

In order to control any instructor vari-

ables it '.vas decided to use just the students who were taught by
the instructor who had the four sections.

This brought the

total number of students down to 203 of which 121 were males and
82 were females.

However, because a number of these students

were absent on the day in which the project was to be completed,
the final number was reduced to 196, 116 males and 80 females.
Of these remaining approximately 95% were second semester freshmen, and the rest were either sophomores or juniors.
imental population 'vas also restricted almost entirely

The exper(92~~)

to

Catholic students as Loyola University is a Catholic university.
Apparatus:
at

the~ake

Upon entry into the general psychology course

Shore dampus of Loyola University all students are

administered the Taylor's Manifest Anxiety Scale (MAS), (Taylor,
1953) and the Nicolay-Walker Personal Reaction Schedule (PRS),
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(Walker & NicolaYt 1963) in order to operationally define their
anxiety levels.

This data is then available for experiments

undertaken by both the faculty and graduate students in the
psychology department.

.--

The MAS was developed by Janet Taylor originally tor the
purpose of testing certain hypotheses concerning the effect of
anxiety upon learning in an extension of Hull's theory of drive.
However, it has been used quite extensively by many researchers
as an index of general anxiety.

The PRS was developed at

Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois by Nicolay and Walker in
order to measure three subtypes of anxiety: motor tension, object inadequacy, and personal inadequacy.

These three subtypes

of anxiety were felt to be finer delineations of the general
anxiety as found in Taylor's scale.
Two questionnaires (Anderson, 1957; Knake, 1965) were administered to the students as an attempt to measure their attitudes concerning cheating.

Two questionnaires were given (a) to

see if there would be a significant correlation between them,
and (b) to see if there would be any difference as to the students' responses.

In addition, they were also given to hide the

real purpose of the project - the students being told that the
purpose of the two questionnaires was to check one with the

.

other. .

.

Anderson developed his questionnaire (Hereafter referred
to as Q 1) concerning student attitudes towards cheating in
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school from college students themselves.

The cases which he

used were obtained through the classes of a fiumber of his colleagues and were selected without intentional bias.

These stu-

dents sta,ted in response <to direct questioning what situations
they would'classify as indicating cheating.

From these state-

ments, "hich mayor may not be classified as cheating situa.tions
by all students, the author used fictitious names within the
situation and presented ,them again to the students to determine
their composite attitudes.

An example of the questions used is:

Mabel Johnson borrowed a term paper from her
roommate Ruth and after a few small changes handed
it in to her botany professor.
or again:
Sonny Brown who had not studied for a quiz
nudged his neighbor Jim and asked for the answers
to the first five multiple choice questions.

Q 1 was composed of 28 situations in all, and it was administered to 505 university students from the same school.

The

subjects were instructured to use a 5 point rating scale giving
the situation 5 points if they felt that the college student
described is definitely justified in behaving the way he did.
They were to place a figure I in front of the situation if they
felt that the college student described is definitely not justified in

beh~ving

in this manner.

They were to assign the inter-

vening.• numbers according to these two end levels of justification.

Q 1 was employed in this present study with only one minor
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change.

In the present study the number of case situations was

increased from 28 to 30.

The questionnaires were scored by

adding the total number of points - the maximum total being 150.
It was determined that

as~he

score rose the less strict would

be the person's moral attitudes towards cheating - he would become more liberal in his attitudes towards cheating in school.
Likewise, the lower the total score the more moral and less
liberal as to justification for cheating the student would be.
The questionnaire by Knake (Hereafter referred to as Q 2)
was developed similarly to that of Anderson's.
-

.

A number of

college seniors were personally interviewed as to what they
judged as cheating in college and what methods to their knowledge had been employed by the students in their four years at
the university.

Situations were then presented on the question-

naire as an attempt to force the students to admit to their own
cheating if they in fact do cheat.

The subjects were given four

choices on the questionnaire as to what they thought Should be
done in response to the situation.

They were to rate the four

choices using the numbers 1 to 4, the number 1 given to the
chqice which primarily Should be done on dOlVD to number 4- which
would be the last thing that one should do.

Then from these

same four choices the subjects were to designate what they in
actuality Would do if the same situation were presented to them.
They were to rate the four choices in the same manner as what
they thought Should be done.

An

example is such:
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In taking an exam and another student's paper is
left uncovered and you are having difficulty with the
answers:
Should XQ!!
W~uld You:
a) Tell the student to
cover his test.
bY Get as many answers
as you can from him.
c) Keep your eyes on
your o'wn paper.
d) Look at his paper only
when you don't know
the answer.
~

The Q 2 protocols were scored according to points of difference between what they thought should be done and what they
in actuality would do.
.

,

'The summation of the deviation scores

were then taken as a measure of the college students' attitudes
about cheating in which a higher deviation score meant a more
liberal view towards cheating - their own cheating in this case.
A lower deviation score approaching zero would then mean higher
moralistic attitudes and less justification for cheating.

It

was thought that by directly asking the students what they would
do in a cheating situation themselves they would be more compelled to answer in a thoughtful manner instead of being haphazard
in answering when the questionnaire did not pertain to them directly.

It was thought that this in turn would cause the stu-

dents to be either more honest or more defensive in
questions

~s

ans~ering

to their own cheating •

.,An introductory questionnaire composed 01' various identify
ing questions was also presented to the students.

The

pUl~~se

of this questionnaire was merely in adding additional data about.I
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the subjects to the experiment in case further research and
analysis would be generated.

The questions were identifying in

that they asked for the student's name, age, sex, religion,
parental ancestry, parental occupation, major field of study,
and grade point average in college.

This information, however,

was not made a part of the present research project.
As to the actual apparatus which was employed in order to
measure the overt cheating behavior a regularly scheduled examination in general psychology - the last major test before the
final -

ViaS

used to which the techni que of Hartshorne and !Jay

(1928a) was applied.

The test was composed of 41 multiple

choice questions each consisting of five choices.

Theie were

two forms, A and B, given to all four class sections.

The forms

were comparable to one another as to context, number of questions, and number of choices for each question.

The questions

were based on a combination of textbook plus instructor notes
concerning general psychology.
Procedure:

As was previously stated the

1~S

end the PRS

were presented to all students during the first week of classes
of the Spring Semester, 1965.

Therefore, other than obtaining

the scores of the students on these two scales of anxiety the
procedure of. the present proj ect was limi ted to the administration of., the t'vo questionnaires plus employing the self-scoring
technique to determine the actual cheating behavior.
Since there had been recent publicity concerning cheating

~------------------------------------------~--------------.29

in college students, the cheating scandal at the Air Force
Academy, and a speech given by a

university'a~ministrator

on the

Loyola University campus, it would have been advantageous to
have the questionnaires taken anonymously.

However, since it

was necessary to compare the attitude questionnaires ''I''i th the
actual cheating behavior and the

N~S

and PRS scores, and since

a tinle factor was involved in the administration of each .subdivision of the -experiment, it was decided to have the subjects
place their name on each questionnaire and to administer the
questionnaires a week apart.

The following instructions were

given to the students by the instructor of the course:
This experiment is being conducted by a graduate
stUdent from another university for the purpose of comparing the results of two questionnaires. Therefore,
he would 1 il{e you to pI ease put your name on each
questionnaire. After the second questionnaire is given
at a later date the names will be coded. However, in
order that the subjects be awarded with an experimental
point for their participation in this experiment the
names will merely be used to record that they have
participated. This will be counted toward the five
points necessary for your course work. However, both
questionnaires must be taken to receive the one point
credit. The experimenter is not interested in the results per ~ but only in comparing the two questionnaires.
It was felt that with these instructions the students would not
object to signing their names on the questionnaires so that the
comparisons c,ould be made.

The students were al so to be reward-

ed for p,articipating in the experiment which might act as a
motivating factor for their cooperation and honesty in answering
the questionnaires.
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There was a time lapse of one month between the administration of Q 2 and testing to find the cheating behavior.

At

the time of testing for cheating there were only two weeks remaining in the semester.

Tne instructor wished to give the

students a test on the last few chapters of the textbook before
the comprehensive final exam two weeks hence.

As usual he ad-

ministered the test separately to all four class sections and
proctored the test himself.

As was his policy throughout the

semester the students were warned as to the
cheating.
507~

conseque~ces

of

He also reviewed for them his grading system - only

of the questions had to be answered, and they were to be

scored by using the number right minus one third the number
wrong.

Therefore, the students would be penalized for guessing.

The answers were marked on an IBM answer sheet in which one of
the spaces 1-5 were to be filled in corresponding to the student's choice of the five multiple choices.

The answer sheets

were then turned in to the instructor. to be machine scored.
However, using Hartshorne and May's self-scoring technique
(1928a) as a determiner of cheating behavior the experimenter
received the tests from the instructor and scored all of the
tests manually without putting any marks on the answer sheets.
A record was then kept as to the true score which the students

.

made on the test.

The students' right and wrong answers and

also the number of questions unans"\vereEl were rc .:'rded.
~nswer

The

sheets were then returned to the instructor before the
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next meeting of his classes at which time the instructor gave
the answer sheets to the students and explaihed that the test
correcting service was so busy that they couldn't get them
finished for a week and

he

had to have them completed before

then, which inCidentally was the case.
to correct their own papers in class.

The students were asked
The scoring system was

explained further to the students and the correct answers were
read to the class.

When the students were finished grading

their own papers they returned them to the instructor who
th~m

thanked

for their help and cooperation.

The student cor-

rected papers were then given to the experimenter who checlced
them against their true scores.

The deviation score was then

taken as a measure of actual cheating behavior.
In analyzing the data the number of variables that were
used were limited to twelve.

The PRS "as broken down into the

three subtypes ot anxiety, and with the addition of the composite score the PRS made up four of the twelve variables.

Accord-

ing to the authors (walker & Nicolay, 1963) the M scale of
anxiety "is characterized by concern with external achievements
coupled with physical tension which acts as a defense against
feelings of inadequacy."
motor tension.

This subtype of an.."Ciety is labeled

The 0 scale or object inadequacy "is character-

ized by concern that external demands and perceived expectancies
\,

Dlay be over-whelming and one may suffer harm."

The third vari-

able is the P scale of the PRS or personal inadequacy which
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"iS characterized by concern that one may not be capable of
meeting the difficulties of life."

The

fourt~

variable,

PRS _

Total, is the composite score of the three subtypes of anxiety.
The fifth variable that was used in this study was the composite
MAS score or the general anxiety score.

The K scale - the sixth

variable employed - was adopted from the Aiinnesota Multiphasic
Personality Inventory

(~rupI).

It is a social desirability scale

in which the person tries to make himself appear better or norse
than he really is.

Thus the first six variables dealt with

anxiety measures.
As to the remaining sections of the project, variables
seven through nine dealt with the actual cheating behavior:
seven was designated as the true score of the students, eight
was the student test score, and nine the test difference score
or cheating score.

The tenth variable was the total score on

Q 1, while the eleventh variable was the total score on Q 2.
The final variable that was employed in the analYSis of the
data was the students' accumulated examination grade pOints for
the entire semester which included their true test scores for
the exam used in this study in addition to all other exams for
the course.
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Results
~"

The twelve variables/-were analyzed by

:..

'.

-~

<

~

~'

meiii~':':irti~~ Pearson

product moment correlation coefficient and by means of the Chi
Square test of significance.

With the use of Loyola Univer-

sity's Data Processing center and their computer all twelve
variables were correlated with one another as to
correlation coefficient.

Pearson's

The frequency charts used in deter-

mining the Chi Square
values for the six anxiety variables were
..
divided into three categories of high, medium, and low on a
20 -

60 -

20 percentage basis respectively.

As to the scores

on the questionnaires and the total semester accumulated points
the categories remained divided into high, medium, and low but
on a 33 and one third percentage basis for each.

The categories

were then dichotomized as to the cheaters versus the non-cheaters.
Various samples of the tested population were analyzed by
the correlation coefficient.

The variables were correlated in

regards to: a) the total population, b) the male and female sex,
c) the cheating sample versus the non-cheating sample, d) the
sex differences in the cheating sample and non-cheating
e) the

s~udents'

final grades in the course - A through F, and

f) the four class sections.
dO'Kn

s~~p10,

In general, the tables are broken

into the male and female samples of the total investigated
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population, for it was discovered that many of the significant
relationships dealt with the sex groupings and not with the combined population.
One important fact wffich was discovered by an analysis of
the data but which is not necessary for detailed description is
the finding that by running the data by class section, even
though the classes were comprised of a different number of students, they were found to be relatively comparable to one another.

Therefore, in spite of the time factor in administering

the questionnaires to the four classes over a two day period
and the same time period for the students in correcting their
own tests it might be said that, in general,.the students did
not become experimentally wise to the project and attempt to
ruin it.
In Tables 1-4 the means and the standard deviations of the
population according to the twelve variables are shown.

Table 1

gives the means and standard deviations of the total tested population, 196 subjects, and also the male and female samples of
this population.

The t test of significance was run to deter-

mine the significance between the male and the female sample
means in regards to: a) Q 1, b) Q 2, and c) their achievement in
the course as measured by their total accumulated semester
points

o~

all of the exams.

For Q 1 the male and female sample

means were found to be significantly different (t= 2.55, p>.02).
For Q 2 these means were also found to differ significantly
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-Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations
Of the Population on all Variables

Population
Variable

Both Sexes
(K=196)
M

SD

Male

Female

(N=116)

(N=80)

M

SD

11

SD

hl Scale of PRS

11.33

4.12

11.05

4.34

11.74

3.76

0 Scale of PRS

9.51

4.15

10.10

4.19

8.66

3.95

P Scale of PRS

11.08

4.67

11.23

5.01

10.85

4.15

PRS - Total

31 .. 97

10.36

32.38

10 .. 88

31.37

9.59

MAS - Total

17.85

7.84

17.58

8.01

18.24

7.62

K Scale

14.50

3.77

14.18

3.96

14.96

3.42

True Test Score

18.44

7.38

-18.02

7.74

19.06

6.82

Student Test Score

20.44

6.59

20.00

6.79

21.07

6.28

1.99

4.09

1.98

3.65

2.01

4.67

Q1

59.35

15.57

61.25

16.24

56.60 14.18

Q2

18.34

10.96

19.77

11.83

15.76

Difference Score

Semester Points
"

364.00 100.35

357.41 105.86

8.73

373.55 91.59
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(t

= 2.32,

p>.05).

These two findings agree and suggest that

males are significantly more liberal in their a.ttitudes about
cheating than are females.

However, as to achievement in the

general psychology course the females were shown to achieve at
a significantly higher level than do the males in considering
their total accumulated semester points on all the exams
(t

= 3.52,

p>.OOl).

By observation, however, Table 1 shows

that the sexes are not appreciably different when considering
their cheating scores or difference scores - student test scores
minus the true test scores.

In addition, there also appears to

be no appreciable difference between the male and the female
sample means in regards to the six anxiety variables.
Tables 2 and 3 show the
t~OSe

~no

c~eated

and

~eans

t~ose ~ho

did

and standard deviations of
~ot

measured by the self-scoring technique.

cheat respective17 as

As is true for the

total population there seems to be significant differences between the sexes on the two questionnaires and on the achievement
variable - semester points - when considering the sample ot
cheaters as shown on Table 2.

In addition, by observation there

do not seem to be significant differences between the sexes of
those who cheated in respect to their anxiety variables.

A t

test was run to determine if there was a significant difference

.

between the means of the male and the female cheaters in reference to their actual cheating scores.

It was found that there

was no significant difference the t value being .51.

In
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3 there do
obse rving the non- chea ting samp le as show n on Tabl e
sexe s on
not seem to be any appr eciab le diffe renc es betw een the
any of the twelv e vari able s.
with
Howe ver, in comp aring --the chea ting samp le on Tabl e 2
nt diff erthe non- chea ting samp le on Tabl e 3 there are sign ifica
stud ents '
ence s in rela tion to the two ques tionn aires and to the
the mean s
achie veme nt in the cour se. A 1 test for Q 1 betw een
ting samp le,
of the chea ting samp le and the mean s of the non- chea

= 4.45 ,
both sexe s cons idere d, was foun d to be sign ifica nt (t
ificn nt1y
p>.O Ol). For Q 2 the . mean s were also foun d to be slgn
,

I.UrlQl'<H\"t

U~

::

4.1'l" , :v>.0 Vl).

tl~~whl~_

t-h~ .1'>;;\.\ \# "'~\'~ .(v~lH.\ h~

(t = 3.56
be sign ifica ntly diffe rent on the achie veme nt vari able
that for
p).O Ol). Ther efore , one migh t say with just ifica tion
thei r atti the popu latio n stud ied chea ters are more libe ral in
chea ters
tude s towa rds chea ting than are non- chea ters. But nonat leas t in
are sign ifica ntly bett er achi ever s than are chea ters
the gene ral psyc holo gy cour se unde r cons idera tion.
chea tA ! test was also run betw een the chea ting and nonrman ce. It
ing samp le ~eans in resp ect to actu al chea ting perfo
sign ifiwas foun d that for both sexe s cons idere d the mean s were
samp le only
cant1 y diffe rent (1 = 11.4 3, p>.O Ol). For the male
9, p>.O Ol).
the mean s were also sign ifica ntly diffe rent (1 = 10.0
itse lf
The same was true for the fema le samp le cons idere d by
lJC s:Ji,1
... l'
re..
p:>.o r}l). 'l'lle rcfor e, jn ell resp ects 1 t could
(

~'.

== \).

u ( ~
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations
"

-

of the Cheating Sample on all Variables

Cheating Sample
Variable

Both Sexes
(N=73)
M

SD

Male
(N=45)
SD

M

Female
(N=28)
M

SD

11 SeD,le of FRS

11.90

3.88

11.84

4.15

12.00

3.47

0 Scale of PRS

9.64

4.29

10.09

4.09

8.93

4.57

P Scale of PRS

11.36

5.30

11.42

5.67

11.25

4.76

PRS - Total

32.90

10.88

33.36

11.08

MAS - Total

18.62

7.35

18.65

7.41

18.57

7.39

Ie Scale

13.99

4.10

13.51

4.17

14.75

3.95

True Test Score

15.12

7.62

14.11

7.47

16.75

7.72

Student Test Score

20.48

6.81

19.22

6.65

22.50

6.69

5.36

5.20

5.11

4.31

5.75

6.44

Q 1

64.35

20.30

66.84

19.68

60.54 21.00

Q 2

23.18

12.04

25.88

13.15

17.77

332.27

93.64

320.80

97.72

Difference Score

Semester Points
•

,p":;'J!I,

32.18 10.74

7.06

350.71 85.14
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Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations
of the Non-cheating Sample on all Variables

Non-cheating Sample
Variable

Both Sexes

Male

Female

(N=123)

(N=71)

(N=52)

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M Scale of PIlS

10.99

4.23

10.55

4.41

11.60

3.93

Scale of PRS

9.44

4.09

10.11

4.30

8.52

3.61

P Scale of PRS

10.91

4.26

11.11

4.58

10.64

3.82

PRS - Total

31.41

10.03

31.76

10.78

30.94

8.99

MAS - Total

17.39

8.11

16.90

8.35

18.06

7.81

K Scale

14.81

3.54

14.61

3.79

15.0S

3.15

True Test Score

20.41

6.49

20.49

6.87

20.31

5.99

Student Test Score

20.41

6.49

20.49

6.87

20.31

5.99

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.07

0.00

0.10

Q 1

56.39

10.98

57.81

12.69

54.40

7.69

Q 2

15.87

9.52

16.48

9.65

14.84

9.34

382.83

99.80

380.62 104.88

385.85

93.35

0

Difference Score

Semester Points
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Table 4 shows how the subjects were compared when they
were evaluated in terms of their letter
ter work in the course.

grades~for

their semes-

As is observable from the means of the

students classified according to their grades A through F the
students who achieve poor grades cheat more than those who receive the higher grades.

The poorer students are also more

liberal in their attitudes about cheating.

However, there do

not seem to be any appreciable differences in the students classified according to their grades when considering their anxiety
levels on the six variables of anxiety.
The major findings of this study are reported in Tables
5-10.

The first hypothesis presented for this study was that

there would be a significant positive correlation between anxiety and actual cheating in college students - the higher the
anxiety level in the students the more that cheating would
occur.

However, as is shown on Table 5 and Table 6 in which

the tested population and just the cheating sample were given
respectively it is seen that there is no significant positive or
negative correlation between anyone of the six anxiety variabIes and the actual cheating behavior of the students.

This

finding applies also when the sexes are considered separately.
Therefore, since there are no significant correlations between
anxiety and cheating behavior in the population tested, the
"

first hypothesis must be rejected.
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Table 4:
Means of Students' Grades
...

-

In the Course on All Variables

Grades In Course
Variable

A

B

C

D

F

11.76

11.46

11.15

12.31

11.09

10.43

9.00

9.21

10.69

11.09

P Scale of PRS

11.47

10.39

10.78

14.00

11.82

PRS - Total

33.67

30.85

31.22

37.00

34.00

MAS - Total

18.38

16.65

18.03

19~39

15.73

K Scale

14.29

14.50

14.81

13.62

12.45

True Test Score

28.19

23.46

17.29

12.92

7.64

Student Test Score

28.43

24.31

19.47

16.77

11.36

0.24

0.85

2.18

3.85

3.73

Q 1

54.52

54.00

60.86

59.77

63.90

Q 2

17.61

14.57

19.10

20.45

19.83

533.05

458.31

347.88

231.92

157.64

11:
0

Scale of PRS
Scale of lollS

Difference Score

Semester Points

.
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-Tabl e 5

Corr elati ons Betw een Anxi ety Scal es and
Chea ting Beha vior for Tota l Popu latio n

Chea ting Beha vior
(Dif feren ce Scor es)
Anxi ety
Scal es

Tota l Popu latio n
Both Sexe s

Male

Fema le

(N=1 96)

(N=1 16)

Scal e of PRS

.08

.08

.09

0 Scal e of PRS

-.05

.01

-.12

P Scal e of PRS

-.00

-.04

.04

PRS - Tota l

.01

.02

-.00

MAS - Tota l

-.02

-.03

-.01

K Scal e

-.01

-.03

.02

M

(N=8 0)

~------------------------------------------.~-----------

-------43-~

Tabl e 6
Corr elati ons Betw een Anxi ety Scal es
and Chea ting Beha vior for Chea ting Samp le

i

Chea ting Beha vior
(Dif feren ce Scor es)
Anxi ety
Scal e

Chea ting Samp le
Both Sexe s
(N=7 3)

~

Fema le
(N=2 8)

Scal e of PRS

.03

-.05

.14

0 Scal e of PRS

-.13

.02

-.28

P Scal e of PRS

-.06

- .. 12

.00

PRS - Tota l

-.07

-.07

-.07

MAS - Tota l

-.15

-.24

-.06

.11

.12

.08

M

,.

Male
(N=4 5)

K Scal e

'

.

J
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The second hypothesis states that the students who cheat
will justify their cheating expressing more liberal attitudes
about cheating - a significant positive correlation will exist
between actual cheating performance and attitudes about cheating.

The results as to this hypothesis are presented in Tables

7-8.

The correlations shown in Table 7 show significant re-

lationships between attitudes about cheating and actual cheating
performance when both sexes are considered and when just the
male sample is considered out of the total tested population.
On Table 7 it is seen that the male sample is responsible for
the significance given to the combination of the both sexes.
On Q 1 the male sample shows a positive correlation of .39 which
is significant beyond the .01 level of significance which also
holds true on Q 2 which yields a positive correlation of .43.
Table 8 which merely considers the cheating sample also yields
significant positive correlations for the males: .37 significant
at the .05 level for Q 1, and .47 significant at the .01 level
of significance for Q 2.

On both tables the female sample fails

to show any significant correlation either positive or negative.
It can, therefore, be said that males who express more
liberal attitudes about cheating cheat significantly more than
those who are stricter in their attitudes about cheating.
ever,

th~re

How-

are no significant relationships between attitudes

c.bout cheating and cheating behavior in the female sample.

The

second hypothesis is verified, therefore, for the male sample.
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Table 7
Correlations Between Attitudes About Cheating
and Cheating Behavior for Total Population

Cheating Behavior
(Difference Scores)
Attitude
Measures

Total Population
Both Sexes

Male

Female

Q1

.28 **

.39 **

.15

Q2

.27 **

.43 **

.03

** = significant

..

'

beyond the .01 level of significance
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Table 8
Correlations Between Attitudes About Cheating
and Cheating Behavior for Cheating Sample

Cheating Behavior
(Difference Scores)
Attitude

Cheating Sample
Both Sexes

Male

Q1

.19

.37 *

Q2

.18

.47 **

1ieasures

* = significant beyond the .05 level of significance
** = significant beyond the .01 level of significance

Female

.04
-.21
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The third hypothesiS which stated that there would be a
significant positive correlation between the students' anxiety
and their attitudes about cheating is consi'dered in Tables 9 and
10.

It is proposed that tne students who are more anxious will

express more liberal attitudes towards cheating than students
who are less anxious as measured by either the subtypes of
anxiety of the PRS or by the general anxiety of the
From the results as given on Table 9

~~S.

the females show

significant positive correlations between their attitudes about
cheating on both Q 1 and Q 2 and their anxiety as seen on the

o

scale of the FRS.

Q 1 yields a positive correlation of .27

and Q 2 a positive correlation of .26 which are both significant
beyond the .05 level of significance.

As defined by Walker and

Nicolay (1963) the 0 type of anxiety "is characterized by concern that external demands and perceived expectancies may be
over-whelming and one may suffer harm • • • the emphasis here is
on the external as a source of uncertainty or unrest."
results on Table 9 females are, therefore, shown to be

From the
a~xious

about external demands, and the more anxious they are about the
pressures they perceive from the environment the more liberal
they tend to become in their attitudes concerning cheating.
Table 9 also shows that on.Q 2 there is a significant
negative , correlation, -.41 which exceeds the .01 level of significance, in the female sample between attitudes about

cheatin~

!
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..-- Table 9
Correlations Between Anxiety Scales and
Attitudes About Cheating for Total Population

Attitude

~easures

Q2

Q 1

Anxiety
Scale

Total Population

.
B.Sex.
(N=19l)

Male
(N=113)

Female
(N=78)

B.Sex.
(N=151)

.06

.68

.11

.10

Male
(N=97)

Female
(N=54)

M Scale of PRS

.01

.01

0 Scale of PRS

.09

-.05

.27 *

.16 *

.09

.26 *

-.20 *

.14

.12

.10

.22

P Scale of PRS -.08
PRS - Total

.00

-.11

.19

.15

.12

.24

MAS - Total

-.03

-.10

.12

.11

.11

.16

.01

.13

-.15

K Scale

* = signif~cant
** = significant

-.26 **

-.19

beyond the .05 level of signifioance
beyond the .01 level of significance

-.41 **
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being defensive.

This, therefore, points out that females tend

to be less defensive when they express more liberal attitudes
towards cheating.

They are frank in expressing their liberal

attitudes about cheating.

-

It seems that females are not as de-

fensive as males in this regard, for the male sample yields no
significant correlation.
On Q lone sees a significant negative correlation in the
male sample, -.20 which exceeds the .05 level of significance,
between attitudes about cheating and the P scale of the PilS
which "is characterized by concern that one may not be capable
of meeting the difficulties of life."

The person feels inade-

quate himself - the inadequacy being an inner quality or personality characteristic.

Therefore, it might be said that the

more adequate the male feels or less anxious he is about his own
adequacy the more liberal he will be in his attitudes concerning
cheating.
In subdividing the population and-looking merely at those
students who cheated Table 10 duplicates some of the results as
sho,m on Table 9.

However, there are also some differences.

What bas been said concerning the female sample on Table 9 is
also to be observed on Table 10.

There is a significant posi-

tive correlation_, .51 which is significant beyond the .05 level
of significance, between external anxiety, the 0 scale of the
PRS, and attitudes about cheating for the female sample on Q 2.
The more anxious the females are about external pressures the
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Table 10
Correlations Between Anxiety Scales and
Attitudes About Cheating for Cheating Sar-ple

Attitude Measures

Q2

Q 1

Cheating Sample

A~~iety

O~=71)

Male
(N=43)

Scale of P?.S

-.06,

-.17

.14.

.03

.03

....
""v

0 Scale of PRS

.06

-.22

.36

.19

.13

.51 *

P Scale of PRS

-.09

-.25

.17

.08

.09

.36

Total

-.04

-.27

.28

.13

.10

.45

MAS - Total

~.08

-.29

.23

.07

.03

.40

-.21

-.25

-.20

Scale

H

..u

PRS

IK

-

Scale

B.Sex.

.11

.36 *

Female
(N=28)

B.Sex.
(N=51)

hlale
(X=34)

Female
(N=17)

-.50 *

,
oJ(o

= significant beyond the .05 level of

signific~mce

l______________~
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more liberal they are in their attitudes about cheating.
also holds true that on Q 2 females are less

defensiv~

mitting their more liberal attitudes about cheating
..

--

a~

It

about adis shown

by the negative correlation -.50 which is significant beyond the
.05 level of significance.
OnQ 1, however, ±t shows that males are quite defensive
in admitting to their attitudes about cheating.

There is a

positive correlation of .36 which is significant beyond the .05
level of significance between the K scale and attitudes about
cheating v:hich points to the tendency of males to be more defensive as they express more liberal attitudes about cheating.
But there is a large difference between Q 1 and Q 2 as to the

Ie scale and attitudes about cheating in the male sample which
will be discussed later.
In general, as to the third hypothesis it is shown by the
results on Tables 9 and 10 that in certain instances and with
the different sexes there are significant relationships between
the anxiety in college students and their attitudes about cheating.

Therefore, with reservations the hypothesis can be ac-

cepted.
Tables 11 and 12 show the correlatiop.s that exist between
Q 1 and Q 2 in-relation to the total tested population and in
relation 'to the cheating sample considered separately.

The

sexes are again broken dO\n1, and it is seen that in nIl instances all correlations are significant beyond the .01 level.
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Table 11
Correlations Between Q 1 and Q 2
for Total Population

Q2
Total Population
Both Sexes

Q1

**

.48 **

Male

Female

.49 **

.45 **

= significant beyond the .01 level' of significance

r

)

I

,.____ ...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---1
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Tabl e 12
Corr elati ons Betw een Q 1 and Q 2
for Chea ting Samp le

Q 2
Chea ting Samp le
Both Sexe s

Q1

.42 **

Male

Fema le

.37 **

** = sign ifica nt beyo nd the .01 leve l of sign ifica nce

I
I

I

.62 **
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Q 2 was found to'have a .89 split-half reliability coefficient

which gives more meaning to the significant

cor~e1ations

found

between Q 1 and Q 2.
Tables 13-15 show the "correlations between the students'
anxiety, their attitudes about cheating, and their .actual cheating behavior and their achievement in the course as measured by
their total semester accumulated points on all the exams.

As

was true generally when considering the anxiety scales it was
found that there are no significant correlations between the
j
II

anxiety levels z"nd th: students t achievement as shown by Table
13.

I

However, there do exist significant correlations between
the students' attitudes about cheating and their achievement.
On Q 1 there is a negative correlation of -.17 which is significant at the .05 level of significance which is the case on. Q 2
yielding a significant negative correlation of -.18.

Therefore,

it might be said that there is a significant relationship between attitudes about cheating and achievement in the student
population tested so that the students who express
more liberal
,
attitudes concerning cheating achieve lower grades than those
who are more strict in their attitudes.
be truer for

~ales

This finding seems to

than for females, but neither is significant

J'

in themse,l ves as sho'ID on Table 14.
r.I.'able 15 shows the relationships between the students'
~ctual

cheating behavior and their achievement in the course.
"!"

--------.-~-~-~----.

--- .

~.

. . - --, .._--_._._---------------

---

---
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Correlations Between Anxiety Scales
and Students' Semester Points

Anxiety
Scale

Semester Points
Both Sexes
(N=196)

Male
(N=116)

Female
(N=SO)

M Scale of PRS

-.01

-.05

.06

0 Scale of PRS

-.03

.04

-.12

P Scale of PRS

-.06

-.03

-.11

PRS - Total

-.04

-.02

-.08

MAS - Total

-.01

.01

-.05

.06

.06

.04

K Scale

'.
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Table 14
Correlations Between Attitudes About Cheating
and Students' Semester Points

,

Attitude
}.leasure

Semester Points
Both Sexes

Male

Female

.lE-

Q 1

-.17

-.17

~~

Q 2

-.18 *

-.18

-.14

*

.13

= significant beyond the .05 level.of significance

I

"
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From the results shown on Table 15 there are significant correlations at the .01 level of significance

bet~een

the students'

true test scores, their own corrected scores, their difference
scores or cheating scores 'and their achievement in the course.
Therefore, it can be said that the higher the stude:pts' true
scores the better they achieve which is self evident.

Also, it

is shown that the better students as to achievement cheat less
than the poorer stUdents.

However, when considering the sexes

separately it is true for males but not for females, so that the
better male stUdents as to achievement cheat less.

But this is

not necessarily so for females o
Chi Squares were also run between the students who did
cheat and those who did not for the following variables:

a~~iety,

attitudes about cheating, and achievement in the course.

As was

stated previously the frequency charts used in determining the
Chi Square values for the six anxiety variables were divided
into three categories of high, medium, and low on a 20 - 60 - 20
percentage basis respectively.

For the scores on Q 1, Q 2, and

the total semester accumulated points the categories remained
divided into high, medium, and low but on a 33 and one third
percentage basis for each.

Significant relationships were dis-

covered betwe.en the cheaters and the non-cheaters on Q 1, Q 2,'
and on the achievement scores, but there was found no relationship when considering the anxiety scales.

Relationships existed

for the total tested population as well as with the male snmple
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Table 15
Correlations Between Students' Cheating
Behavior and Their Semester Points

Cheating

Semester Points

Behavior

Both Sexes

Male

True Test Score

.70 **

.77 **

Student Test Score

.62 **

". .)f.'.i-.37 **

Difference Score

** = significant

.,

-.26 **

~
.VI

beyond the .01 level of significance

Female

.55

*.~
;f·JEo

.50
-.12
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but not so far as the female sample is concerned.

Thus, it

~

might be said that the female sampling of cheaters and noncheaters is independent of the attitudes about cheating and
achievement in the course, but males and the population taken
as a whole are dependent on these variables.

Neither of the

samples is dependent upon the anxiety variables.

"
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Discussion
As was shm·m the results in part support the hypotheses
presented for this research project.

Non-significa~t

results,

however, were consistently evident as regards the first hypothsis which stated that significant positive correlations between
the students'
would result.

a~~iety

levels and their actual cheating behavior

The predicted correlations were unattainable when

the tested population was considered as was true when the sexes
were viewed separately.

The first hypothesis was thus rejected,

so that one cannot say that the more anxious a student is the
more likely that he will cheat.

Therefore, no support can be

given to }.loV'tTer's contention (1953) that the person who cheats
is one example of a neurotic individual - neurotic referring to
aIL""riety neurosis as defined by Keehn (1956).
With the negation of this hypothesis it might be said that
student cheating is merely relative to the many situational
variables at hand.

Opposed to any specific factors, including

student anxiety, honesty or dishonesty may be relative to the
time, the place, and the stimulus as well as the individual
student himself as has been reported by a number of investiga-

.

tors (Campbell & Koch, 1930; Hartshorne

& !\~ay,

1928a; James,

1933; McQueen, 1957; Miller, 1927; Mischel & Gilligan, 1964;
Omwake, 1939; Woods, 1957).
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However, even though the results did not show any significa~t

correlations with respect to anxiety and actual cheating

behavior, there were findings which showed that females who expressed their liberal mindedriess as to their attitudes about
cheating were in fact anxious as to external demands placed upon
them.

These females were also less defensive in admitting to

these attitudes - the more liberal their attitudes the less defensive they were.

But yet these females were not found to be

actually cheating to any significant degree.

Although they ad-

mitted to having more liberal attitudes by expressing them,

I

their cheating behavior did not

~oincide

with these attitudes.

But from the results it was shown that their more liberal atti-

,tudes correlated with their anxiety over external or social
pressures.

So, in a way, it seems that females are affected,

even though it may be just their views and not their actual behavior that is affected, by the anxiety which they experience.
But again whether this external anxiety is in effect pressure
froIn the outside or whether it is just falsely perceived by the
females is yet another question which would have to be further
explored.

In fact, however, the findings show that this

is real to them whichever it may be.

a~~iety

So it is seen that these

results in some way do give credance to the findings of numerous
other rese,archers who have discovered that external pressure
does playa part in cheating even though in this case it is
merely linked to attitudes about cheating.
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The results have also pointed tb the fact that males are
more liberal in their attitudes about cheating than are females.
However, whereas this trend of thinlting has not produced more
cheating in the female sample it has shown in the male sample
that the more liberal or less moralistic attitudes concerning
cheating the more the males cheat.

This leads to a partial

acceptance of the second hypothesis which expected a significant
positive correlation between actual cheating performance and
attitudes about cheating.
hypothesis then it is

With the partial confirmation of this

~ossible

to question the findings of

Corey (1937) and Freeman and Atatlv (1960) who have stated in
their articles about attitudes and cheating that overt cheating
behavior is not significantly related to the students' attitudes
about cheating.

Possibly their attitude measures did not actu-

ally measure what they were supposed to measure, or possibly
their subjects were too defensive in admitting to their attitudes about cheating.

\Vhatever the case may be the findings of

this study are in opposition to their results in regards to the
present male sample.
In contrast to the females who seem to be

anxio~s

about

exf,ernal pressure 'which may be effecting their voiced values or
attitudes

ther~

seems to be a tendency for males who nre less

anxious <::..b.out their personal adequacy or inadequacy as the case
may be to express more liberal attitudes towards cheating.

This

y;as shown on Q 1 in regards to the P scale of the pns (Hefer to
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Table 9).

There appeared a significant negative correlation of

-.20, significant beyond the .05 level of significance, between
anxiety as to personal adequacy and attitudes about cheating -.,-

the more liberal the attitudes the less anxious the males felt
concerning their own adequacy.

This finding might possibly have

reference to the hypothesis first presented by Brownell (1928)
and later by Hildebrand (1953) and Eysenck (1955) that the
cheater is usually an extravert, or that cheating is a function
of extraverted neurosis which has also been implied by numerous
authors (Columbia

Univ~rsity,

1965; Jacob, 1957; Parr, 1936;

Strang, 1937; Trabue, 1962) in their emphasis on the social life
of the cheater as. a predominant feature.
If one could justifiably say that the male extravert is
one who feels adequate about his own self, then posstbly this
finding could in reality substantiate these past conclusions.
And as to females it may be just that their anxiety concerning
external demands causes them to seek conformity in an extraverted manner.

This

c~uld

possibly be checked by means of another

study on cheating in ,vhich more personal data as to the students' extracurricular activities would be ascertained.

It does

seem lil{ely that males and females could show their extraverted
personalities in such a manner as shown by these present results
the male v(ho feels adequate in himself expresses libernl attitudes

to~ards

cheating and overtly does cheat

~hereas

the female

who feels pressure from outside and shows anxiety about it will
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justify cheating more but will not cheat in accordance with her

attitudes - she will go along with conformity up to a pOint.
However, in checking the differences in results between

Q 1 and Q 2 there is inconsist;ncy in the male sample &s to the
-P scale of the PRS and attitudes about cheating.

In reference

to Table 9 Q 2 shows no significant correlation between these
two variables - personal adequacy and attitudes about cheating.
As was mentioned previously Q 1 yielded a significant negative
correlation.

There is a difference of .30 between the two

questionnaires.
significcnt.

Q 2 shows a positive correlation, though not

Bo\vever, it does point to a trend for the male to

feel inadequate as he expresses more liberal attitudes about
cheating.

In checking the K scale (Refer to Tables 9 and 10)

in reference to attitudes about cheating it appears that possibly the males were more defensive in answering Q 1 than they
were in answering Q 2, for Q 1 gives positive correlations while

Q 2 gives negative correlations.
Thus, if such is the case, then what was pointcd out in
the Method section of this present project as being a purpose
for the use of Q 2 - stUdent honesty in ascertaining their own
personal reactions if they themselves were placed in a cheating
situation - did in fact occur.

The students, both male and fe-

male, appeared to be less defensive in answering Q 2 when it
pertained to them directly than they were in answering Q 1 when
it concerned itself with fictitious characters.

The students
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were less intent on making themselves appear good, and thus
possibly expressed more honest opinions on Q 2 than on Q 1.
Therefore, if the differences in the two questionnaires
are attributed to the subjects attending more on Q 2 as to their
attitudes about cheating, then possibly the expressed adequacy
of the males as seen on Q 1 really was just a defense against
their true feelings of inadequacy.

However, although the dif-

ference was large between the questionnaires in relation to·
personal adequacy and attitudes about cheating there remained
just a tendency on Q 2 for the inadequate feelings on the part

..

of the male to be significant in relation to their expressed
attitudes about cheating.

Extraversion then might just possibly

be a defense against feelings of inadequacy also.

But this

wouI'd have to be further explored to be able to say with any
certainty.
Another factor that showed up in the results was the finding that females were less defensive than males on the K scale
when correlated with. their attitudes about cheating.

This is in

contrast to the suggestion by Anderson (1957) that college
women might be more defensive in expressing their attitudes

.

about cheating than were college men.

However, his finding that

males are more liberal in their attitudes about cheating than
are females is supported by the present results as was mentioned
"

previously.

In general then, with reservations in respect to

the anxiety levels or types of anxiety that one speaks about the

I,
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third hypothesis which expected to find significant positive
correlations between the students' expressed attitudes about
cheating and their anxiety levels is substantiated by the present results when consideration is given to the sex differences.
The findings of this study in relation to achievement and
che~ting

versus non-cheating have substantiated the numerous

researchers (Campbell, 1933; Canning, 1956; Columbia University,
1965; Fenton, 1927; Hartshorne & May, 1928a; Hoff, 1940;
Howells, 1938; Parr, 1936) in which it

lfBS

found that students

who receive poorer grades tend to cheat more than students who
receive the better grades (Refer to Table 15).

In general, the

present study has shown that the better students cheat less.
This has been shown to be true at a significant level for the
male sample but not necessarily so for the female sample.

This

may possibly stem from the females' anxiety over external pressures that no matter how good they are as students the need to
cheat is still present.
It also appears from the results of this study that with
more liberal attitudes towards cheating the achievement level
decreases so that students who justify their cheating to a
greq.ter extent receive lower grades than those who are stricter
in their attitudes concerning cheating (Refer to Table 14).
IIowever,

th~

correlations found on both attitude measures just

did recch significance at the .05 level for the total population
tested, but this did not occur for either sex considered
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not hold up
sepa ratel y, so that poss ibly the corr elati ons migh t
cons isten tly.
the
In conc ludin g, the resu lts poin ted to a reje ctio n of
ons, posfirs t hypo thesi s - there were no sign ifica nt corr elati
ety and
itive or nega tive, betw een the teste d stud ents ' anxi
thei r actu al chea ting perfo rman ce.

How ever, it is felt that if

inist ered in
the anxi ety tests - the PRS and the MAS - were adm
tionn aires
clos er prox imity to the adm inist ratio n of the two ques
~ to deand to the adm inist ratio n of the self- scor ing techniqu
resu lts may
term ine actu al chea ting beha vior, then poss ibly the

..

ions hip behave subs tanti nted the hypo thesi s conc ernin g a relat
colle ge
twee n anxi ety and actu al chea ting. The pres sure s of
ster to
may not have been evid ent at the begi nnin g of the seme
show appr eciab le anxi ety_
posi As to the secon d hypo thesi s there was a sign ifica nt
and thei r
tive corr elati on betw een male attit udes abou t chea ting
chea ting beha vior but not so for the fema le samp le.
ed
And in rega rds to the third hypo thesi s fema les show
ety abou t
sign ifica nt posi tive corr elati ons betw een thei r anxi
The main
exte rnal dema nds and thei r attit udes abou t chea ting.
inade quac y
ques tion for male s was thei r feeli ng of adeq uacy or
fina l
in expr essin g thei r attit udes abou t chea ting. In the
,•
feels
o..na 1ysis it,wa s felt that the more inad equa te the male
•

abou t
the more he is incli ned to expr ess libe ral attit udes
by the
chea ting. This , howe ver, was not fully subs tanti ated
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results.

Females were shown to be less defensive than males in

expressing their attitudes about cheating.

~

Finally it might be stated that the males and females did
not differ significantly
behavior.

(i =

.51) as to their actual cheating

It was discovered that 38.7% of the male sample

cheated while

359~

of the female sample cheated.

The total per-

centage of cheaters of the 196 students tested was found to be
37%.
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.
Introductory

Questionn~ire

This experiment is being conducted by a graduate student
from another university for the purpose of comparing the results of two questionnaires. Therefore, he would like you to
please put your name on each questionnaire. After the second
questionnaire is given at a later date the names will be coded.
However, in order that the subjects be awarded with an experimental point for their participation in this experiment the
names will merely be used to record that they have participated.
This Ivill be counted toward the five points necessary for your
course work. However, both questionnaires must be taken to receive the one point credit. The experimenter is not interested
ill the results per se but only in comparing the two questionnaires.
Xame:

Age:

Year in College: Fr

So

Sex:

Ju Se Major:

iJ.ccumulative Point Average: __ Avere_ge in 1I1ajor: _
Religion:

Father's occupation:

Parental Ancestry: F _ _ _ __
1\.1

-----

Goal in Life as to Occu~ation:
If uncertain,
state as such.

Encircle the appropriate letter; if neither, qualify_

1.

you say that:
a) You are more interested in education for educationts sake
(increasing your self knowledge), or
b) You are more interested in obtaining a degree from the
university.

~ould

2. 'Shorn would you choose?

a) A hard teacher (as to work and grades),but a good teacher (implants knowledge), or
b) A soft teacher with whom you could get nn easy grade wi t;~
ou t, I:1uch worle.
3. In doing Em assignment do you:
a) Do the bare minimum for a grade, or
b) put extra time and effort into it to do the best job possjble.

- . , '...._ . ........................
_
'
. .' .....
' _ _' ....
" ' _ '_

.....'...._

..........
_ ....._ _- "...................... d' '
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4. In writing a boole report and the time is ava:rIable do you:
a) Read the book entirely, or
b) Try to find a summary.
5. If you don't understand ~~oint in class, do you:
a) Ask the teacher to explain, or
b) Let it ride.
6. Do you:
a) Attend academic lectures given outside the classroom, or
b) Not attend.
7. Do you:

a) Read extra academic books other than your textboolcs, or
b) Not read any extra bookS other than textbooks on the
academic level.

'0,
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Ques tionn aire 1
INSTRUC'l'IONS: Usin g a five_ poin t ratin g scal e rate
the follo wing beha viora l situa tion s. Plac e a figu re (5) in
of the situa tion if you feel that the colle ge stud fron t
desc ribed is defi nite ly just ified in beha ving this ent
Plac e a figu re (1) in fron t of the situa tidn if you way_
that the colle ge stud ent desc ribed is defi nite ly not feel
just ified in beha ving in this way. Assi gn the rema
ining
numb ers in the scale as to how you deem the just
ifica
tion to be or not to be. Exam ple - place (3) befo
re
a
situa tion whic h you deem to be midw ay betw een bein
g justifie d and not.
1. Pat Lake make s a habi t of stop ping afte r clns
s to
talk with her instr ucto r abou t mate rial she diG:
l't
ul1d ersta nu.
2. Nanc y Smit h, a colle ge sopho~ore, was havi ng
diff iculty with a chem istry test , so she let her eyes
der to her neig hbor 's pape r and got the nece ssaryi7anhelp .
3. Sonn y Brow n, \7ho had stud ied for a quiz , nudg
his
neig hbor Jim and aske d for the answ ers to the edfirs
t
five mult iple choi ce ques tions .

4. Rufu s Palm er, who hadn 't stud ied for a mont h prio
r to
his chem istry fina l, enlis ted the help of Neal Pnrk
er
who had comp leted this cour se and could help him crmn
on the type of ques tions his prof esso r usua lly nske
d.
5.

1~bel John son borro wed a term pape
r from her roo~mute,
Ruth and afte r a few smal l chan ges hand ed it in to
her bota ny prof esso r.

6

The ll.lph a Beta Gamma Soro ri ty hired an adva
grad uate stud ent to tuto r thei r pled ges in Englnced
ish.
(Resp ond to the soro rity. )

0

7.

Jan~ Jone s, real izin g that the instr ucto
r was not
watc hing the clas s care fully durin g a quiz , o~ene
her noteb oolt whic h was lying at her feet (lnd used d
it
durin g tr.e quiz .

8. Duri ng a hC'.rd ,art of a test r,IPry ~.:ooney o:H'n cd
her
purs e and pulle d out a chea t shee t whic h she used
.'

_.t. . .
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9. The nigh t prio r to the test , Al Kenn edy got toge
with four of his class mate s to stud y for the lew ther
eX2m.
10. John notic ed that Sall y was havin g diff icul ty
on the
math test and so he show ed her his answ ers •• (Resp
ond
to ,John 's behc wior .)
11. Kenn eth OSIVall went to the frate rnity file
and took

out the stack of old tests whic h he revie wed in read
ying hims elf for the histo ry exam .

12. I(ati e

~Jilt's frien d, Myrt le, was also the
secr etary
to I{ati e' s math instr ucto r. Thro ugh Myr tle, Kati e
obta ined a copy of the appr oach ing fina l exam .

13. Ls tile cnd of the seme ster was appr oach ing
Hanle

=~eclc
need ed a term pape r for his poli tica l sCie nce cour
and so he found one he had form erly used in a histose,
clas s, typed up a new fron t page , and turne d it in ry
for cred it.

14. Barn ey Pate and his frien d Hube rt Perto n used
a sys-

tem on a true -fals e test wher eby if the anSi\ er '\Tas
true Hube rt coug hed once and if false Dube rt coug hed
twic e. Thus Darh ey rece ived the help he need
ed.

15. l\iiria m

1~00re, know ing that her frien d has
just finished a finan ce test ,yhic h was comi ng up the next
hour for hers elf, hurr ied to a~k her frien d abou t
the
test ques tions .

16. As the histo ry instr ucto r was copy ing the disc
ussio n
ques tions on the black boar d, Jim Drown hurr iedly
open ed his textb ook wher e he found the ans',','er to the
firs t ques tion.

17. Havi ng lJeen told by the math instr ucto r that
the test
woul d utili ze five form ulas, Joan Eell y hurr iedly
ente red the class room and wrot e the for!:ml::>e, Fhic
h
she had meno rized , on the desk befo re forGettin~
toot
plac e.
18.
"

I~no\'fing

that thei r Engl ish exam was bein g l'!liEleo:'r~phecl
Tom and Vic searc hed throu gh the 'wast e pn')c r dum~(
'd
in cans behin d the build ing and found disca rded imperf ect copi es of the test .

19. Sue Even s, feeli ng that it migh t help her
!~r[1de, stop ped to tell her instr ucto r how' much she h:;d
enjoy ed

the cour se.
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20. Jim rrilli ams need ed a term pape r fo~ his Engl ish
liter Rtur e cour se. In orde r to satis fy this requ
irement he hired an Engl ish majo r to comp lete this
proj
ect.
21. Alex Jord an, know ing that his psyc holo gy instr
ucto r

used a grad er - a grad uate stud ent, persu aded this
youn g lady to acce pt ;:~10. 00 for a grad e of A on the
fina l.
(Resp ond to Alex 's beha vior .)

22. Conn ie Owen, feeli ng that she was poor ly prepR
rcd. for
the

comi ng quiz , prin ted some note s on adhe sive tape
whic h she place d on the insid e hem of her sl{ir t and
to "ihic h she refe rred durin g the quiz .

23. In a clas s in whic h Prof esso r Jone s place d all
student s on thei r hono r, ~1chael Kalb refe rred to note
s
whic h he h.;td brou ght to the exam .
21. Sylv ester Lanc aster , in his biolo gy cour se
in whic h

there are 212 stud ents , paid Dob Denr on to take
fina l exam . (Resp ond to Sylv este r's beha vior .) his

25. Bein g advi sed that no book s woul d be perm itted
testi ng room durin g the exam , Joe ~atts aske d toin gothe
to the men' s room wher e he refe rred to note s he ho.u
prev ious ly left for this purp ose.
26. Dais y Doon e, havin c; negle cted. her zoolo gy cour
se,
made tiny note s whic h she held in the palm of hcr
hand and whic h she foun d usef ul durin g the, fina l exnm
.
27. Duri ng an exam , Fran ces lI:ize used a scro ll made
of
addin g mach ine tape and matc h sticl cs. Dy rolli ng
t'lC
tape on the matc h sticl cs she was able to loo:~ at the
note s she had prep ared for the psyc holo gy test .
28. Lois '.ihea ton, real i zinc; that she dj,dn ' t know the
ans~vers to the inst ruct or's econ omic
s test , turne d in
an ecpty blue book , and afte r goin g to the libr
and putt ing the corr ect answ ers in .:mot her blue ~ry
persu cded the jani tor, unde r some pret ext, to letbool\:,
Ilcr
into the inst ruct or's offic e wher e she s':.-i tclled tests
befo re they were corre dted .'
29. Lcrr y has ten phys ics prob lems to hand in tomo
rrow .
Inste ad of doin g them hims elf, he copi es t:lC 0.ns'.'.
"('rs
from his frien d Dob. (nes~ond to Lnrr y's bchn vior.
)
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30. The philosophy professor tells his students a week
before the final exam what the three essay questions
will be, but there will only be one of these three on
. the exam which will take up the entire testing period.
30 Hay Erickson ,\vri tes the three questions and ansyrers
in three blue books and mal{es the sWitch in the exam
after writing on anything during the exam.

'.
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Ques tionn aire 2
INSTRUCTIONS: Imm ediat clyoe lo'W each situa tion numb
ered 1-16
you will find four alter nati ve actio ns. On each side
of
these alter nati ves you will find a colum n: the one
precedin g the alter nati ve actio ns is lable d Shou ld You,
the colum n follo wing the al tern ative s is Iable d :/oul and
You. Unde r each colum n and besid e each alter nati ve d
rank
each actio n from 1 to 4. Give the numb er '(I) to that
~lternative actio n to the situa tion
whic h ~ri~
y
Shou ld be done [md 'whic h prim Rrily you your self~ril
',;oul
d do.
ru:mk the othe rs acco rding ly on down the scale
to
'±
whic
h
woul d be the last actio n - th2t ~hich shou ld not be
done
or that ~hich you woul d not do.
1. You are si tting next to a good frien d of your
s whil e

and you notic e that he does n't know an answ er:t3;~ing
SEOULD YOU:
',:OULD YOU:
a) Do noth ing.
b) Show him your answ er.
c) Tell him the righ t answ er.
d) r.Iove away from him.

an eX<:lIJ

2. You have a term pape r to hand in next week and
you don' t
have much time :
SHOULD YOU:
~,70ULD YOU:
a) Borro w one and make a few
chan ges.
b) Get to work and do it on
your own.
c) Get late perm issio n even
thoug h it mean s a lowe red
grad e.
d) Take one from the frnt ernity or soro rity files .
: ~.

If you knew that the exam was to be

mimeogra~hcd and you
wher e the wast e pape r was duop ed:
sr:/jULD yeu:
',,'OULD YOU:
a) Keep your know ledge secr et
and do noth ing obou t it.
b) ~ccp your know leGgc secr et
but try to find discn rdcd
cO)1 ies.
c) l\=~,ke the infor mati on known
to othe rs as n way of obtainin~ the imne rfcct coni es •.

l~new

t'

'6'~'''''''
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d) Infor m the prof esso r to
take meas ures in guar ding
agai nst this .
4. In takin g an exam and anot her stud ent leav es his
pape r uncove red and you are havin g diff icul ty with the answ
ers:
SHOULD YOU:

a) Tell the stud ent to cove r
his test .
b) Get as many answ ers as you
can from him.
c) Keep your eyes on your D''tn
pape r.
d) Look at his pape r only when
you don' t know an ~nswer.

~mULD

YOU:

5. You are in a large clas s takin g an exam
the teac her
isn' t proc torin g clos ely and you have n't and
stud
ied a gren t
deal :
SEOULD YOU:

Try to obta in an answ er you
don' t know from some body
else .
b) ODen your noteb ook to find
the answ er.
c) Do the best you CQn and
talee the grad e you rece ive.
d) Gues s on the ones you don' t
know .
a)

'::QULD YOU:

6. The teG'-cher is wri ting the exam ques tions
on the blacl c-

boar d; you see that you don' t know the firs t ques tion
and
whil e the teac her is stil l wri ting on the blacI
(boC lrd:
SHOULD YOU:

a) Skip it and wait to go on
to Number 2.
b) Try to do the best you can.
c) Open your book and find
the .:'1.l1S iver.
d) Ask your neig hbor for the
answ er.

',;OULD YOU:

7. You are give n three test ess.'_y ques tions fl· wee!;;,
the fin.::. l exe.Dl, but you don' t lenow whic h one will!1rev ions to
be the
ques tion aslee d:
SIlOULV YUU:

·.OUL :) YUU:

a) ;";'ri te them up and lC(1.rn them .
/) ',:ri te the nllsw ers ill hI ue
book s prio r to the exnm and
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malce a swi tch when the exam
is over.
c) \7ri te one up, learn it, and
hope you picked the correct
one.
d) ','/ri te them on a small piece
of paper and refer to it
during the exam.
8. You are given an exam on the honor system without any
proctors:
SHOULD YOU:
\,!OULD YOU:
a) Prepare a crib sheet so you
can refer to it.
b) Talce the exam on your honor.
c) Ask someone for answers you
don't know.
d) Gover your paper so someone
else can't see it.
9.

taking a~ exam you notice someone trying to see your
paper:
SHOULD YOU:
~WULD YOU:
a) Cover your anstvers.
b) Leave your c"nSlVers uncovered.
c) Tell the person what the
answer is.
d) Move to another seat.

~nlile

10. You are good friends '\ri th your professor 1 s secretnry who

types his exams:
SHOULD YOU:
a) Obtain a copy from her.
b) AsIc her what is 011 the
exam.
c) Take the exam on your own
merits.
d) Tell her to keep it a
secret that she types his
eXcl.nlS.
11. You have

~JOULD

_.
YOU:

[111 appointment to see your professor before the
exam; he isn't there, but his office is o"!!en and on his
de sIc is :J pi 1 e of unnumbered tests:
';;otl1,D YOtT:
sr:OUL:) YOU:
a) Leave and close the door.
b) Toke a copy of the test.
c) Copy the 0uestions from the
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test.
d) Tell another professor to
guard the exams or lock
the door.
12. You know your professor gives the same tests to all of his
classes and your class has the test after others have had
it:

SHOULD YOU:
a) Have someone take an extra
copy for you.
b) Ask the others for the
questions.
c) Inform the professor of
this.
d) Take the exam without prior
knowledGe.

WOULD YOU:

13. You have physics or illQth problems to do for the next day's
class, and you don't feel like doing them or you don't have
enough time:

SHOULD YOU:

TIOULD YOU:
a) Go to class without the
ans~yers •
b) ~I;.al~e time, get to work and
do the problems.
c) Copy the ans;':ers from someone else.
d) Have someone else do them
for you.

14. You are in a very large class in which the professor does
not know many of the students. You nre not prepared to
take the final, but a friend of yours had the course last
year:

',,'OULD YOU:

SIl()ULD YOU:
a) Take the test nnd accept

"

the grade given to you.
b) Pay your friend to take
it for yon.
c) Take a crib sheet along
with you.
d) .As1e for an extension of
time and tal{e the exam Lt.i. ..'.
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15. If your school were on the honor system an& you saw someone
cheating on an exam:
SHOULD YOU:

',70ULD YOU:
a) Tell him to stop.
h) Report- him to the c:.uthor-

ities.
c) Do or say nothing.
d) Take out your crib sheet
and do likewise.

16. You have a book report due next week and you don't have
much time in which to do it:
SHOULD YOU:

':'.'OULD YOU:

a) Read the book and write
the report.
b) Take one from the fraternity or sorority files.
c); Read a review on the book
and copy that.
d) Get late permission even
though it means a lo~ered
grade.
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